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Additon : 10 marks.

Q.No.VII

a. Referential and contextual meanings.  ...4 Marks

Pick a few sentences from the given comprehension passage and underline four pronomial
references, as suggested in the model question paper.

b.Suffix

   (Refer to page 22 of the workbook) 2 marks

c. Collocations.

     (Refer to page 15 of the workbook) 2 marks

d. word - pains

      (Refer to pages 12 & 13 of the workbook) 2 marks

ENGLISH
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VII. A. 42. What do the italicized words in the following paragraph refer to /
             mean? lx4=04

Danger threatened the Rana as men who were disloyal were plotting
against his son. One night the gang managed to get into the palace.
That night the foster mother was in the inner rooms. They threatened
the foster mother.

who:................................................................................................
his: ................................................................................................

that: ................................................................................................

they:................................................................................................

B. Rewrite the sentences using the suffix given in brackets: 2xl=02

43. The younger generation is very interested in their career. (-minded)
44. The municipality must look after all matters of the community. (-related)
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C. Which collocation is more likely? Write the correct one. 2xl=02
45. A thick wall / a stout wall.
46. Say a story / tell a story.

D. Match words from column A with those in column B to form word
pairs. 2xt=02
A B

kith kin

and kit
long short

tall

VII A. 42.  What do the underlined words in the following paragraph refer
to? 1x4=4

The forest department is to set up a control room at Ale Phata in Junnar
Taluka 1. Where the panther menace has increased? 2. It will be functional in a
week. Mr. Prakash Thorse. 3. Who is the chief conservator  of forest revealed
that the department will use setellite to monitor Panther movement. 4. This will
curb the menace.

B. Rewrite the sentences using the suffix given in brackets 1x2=2

43. Yoga is practiced by people who are interested in their health (-conscious)

44. Baba Amte was given a waste land full of rock(-ridden)

C. Which collocation is more acceptable? Write the correct answer. 1x2=2

45. beautiful girl/ beatiful boy

46. make a bed/ do a bed.

D. Match the words to form correct word pairs. 1x2=2

47. heart seek

and search

hide sole

soul
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